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Accounting: How to handle debt exemption / donations of controlling or non-controlling
shareholders
by Yi WANG (CPA, CTA, AAIA)
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In practice, sometimes shareholders may waive their debts for the company. For example, due to long-term

business loss, a foreign invested company is unable to reimburse its debts to affiliated company. The

shareholder then decides or agrees to waive its 
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debts, in order to maintain the operation of the invested company. When the invested company applies

Chinese Accounting Standards, how to book such debt exemption?

Firstly, according to “Accounting Standards for Enterprises No.12 - Debt Restructuring”, in the article 5, it

says, “When a debt is liquidated by a non-cash asset, the debtor shall include the difference between the

book value of the debt to be restructured and the fair value of the non-cash asset transferred into the current

profits and losses.” Therefore, normally, the debtor shall book the value of waived debt as current income.

But please note that the influence of related party relationship and transaction is not taken into account here.

In 2008, Ministry of Finance issued “Circular on Well Developing 2008 Annual Report by Enterprises

Implementing the Accounting Standards for Business Enterprises” (Cai Kuai Han [2008] No.60), which says,

“any donation received or debt relief eligible for the recognition in accordance with provisions of accounting

standards shall be recognized as current income. For any direct or indirect donation received from the

controlling shareholder or a subsidiary of the controlling shareholder, which is determined to be the capital

input of the controlling shareholder to the enterprise in terms of its economic essence, it shall be treated as

the equity transaction with the relevant gains included in the owners' equity (capital reserves).” Accordingly,

for the waived debts of shareholder, the invested company shall evaluate the commercial substance at first,

before it decides how to book it. For example, if the company also reaches similar agreement with other third

party creditor to waive debt, it may indicate that commercial substance exists for the controlling shareholder

to waive debt and it shall booked it as current income. On the contrary, if other third party creditors can be

reimbursed based on the original commercial terms and only controlling shareholder waives its own debt, it

looks like an investment activity, and it shall be booked as capital reserve.

Similarly, “Circular on Printing and Distributing the Interpretation No.5 of the Accounting Standards for

Business Enterprises” (Cai Kuai [2012] No.19) also says, “where such debt repayment, exemption or

donation is allowable according to the accounting standards for business enterprises, such repayment,

exemption or donation shall be deemed as part of the income in the then current period; however, in terms of

their economic nature, such repayment, exemption or donation is essentially capital investment of such non-

controlling shareholder in the enterprise, and therefore relevant proceeds and benefits shall be included as

the owner's equity (capital reserve).” Therefore, the treatments for non-controlling shareholder and

controlling shareholder are almost the same.

In conclusion, when applying Chinese Accounting Standards, normal debt exemption shall be booked as

non-operating income; however, when the exemption is essentially capital investment of shareholder, it shall

be booked as capital reserve. 
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If you need further information or support: Please do not hesitate to get in touch with us via

marketing@ecovis.cn .

 “Notice about issuance of credit special VAT invoices”

by Jing JIN (CPA)

Picture source: www.kuaiji.com

With the full implementation of the new VAT invoice management system nationwide, SAT abolished the

invoice verification procedure of taxpayers with tax credit class A since March 2016 and expanded the scope

of the beneficial taxpayers in May. Meanwhile, special VAT invoices for freight forwarding industry quits from

the stage of history since July 1, 2016. Given these recent changes, SAT published the “Notice about

issuance of credit special VAT invoices” on July 20, 2016 with the purpose of improving the regulations

about the credit special VAT invoices and optimizing the process of its issuance. The Notice comes into

effect on August 1, 2016. The SAT announcement No. 73 [2014], Article IV, Annex 1, Annex 2 and SAT

announcement No. 19 [2015] , Annex 1, Annex 2 are abolished simultaneously. So, how shall we issue

credit special VAT invoices from August 1 on?

In case of return of goods sold, billing errors and suspending of taxable services, a general VAT taxpayer

shall issue credit special VAT invoices according to the following steps if the already issued special VAT

invoices cannot be cancelled anymore. The procedure shall also be applied for partial return of goods sold

and sales discount.
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Step 1:   Fill in   and   upload the “  I  nformation sheet”

Occasion 1: Special VAT invoices are delivered and verified

When the special VAT invoices have already been delivered to the buyer and are already verified for

deduction, the buyer shall complete and upload the “Information sheet for issuance of credit special VAT

invoices” (hereinafter referred to as “Information sheet”) in the new VAT invoice management system. The

invoice information of the corresponding debit special VAT invoice shall not be filled in. Based on the VAT

amount specified on the “Information sheet”, the buyer shall provisionally transfer the amount from the input

VAT of the current period. The credit special VAT invoices, which are issued by the seller later, may be used

as accounting vouchers together with the “Information sheet”.

Occasion 2: Special VAT invoices are delivered but not verified

When the buyer has obtained the special VAT invoices but have not declared them for deduction, or when

the invoice copy or the offset copy of the special VAT invoices cannot be returned to the seller, the seller

shall fill the corresponding information of the debit special VAT invoices in the “Information sheet”.

Occasion 3: Special VAT invoices are not delivered

When the seller has not yet delivered the special VAT invoices to the buyer, or when the buyer has not

verified the invoices for deduction and has meanwhile returned the invoices back to the seller, the seller is

obliged to fill in and upload the “Information sheet” in the new system.  The “Information sheet” shall be filled

out with the information of the corresponding debit special VAT invoices.

Step 2: Receive verification result from the tax bureau

The competent tax bureau receives the “Information sheet” uploaded by taxpayers through network, which

shall be automatically checked and passed by the system. Thereafter, the system generates a table with

"Information sheet number of credit invoices" and synchronizes this information to the taxpayer’s system.

The taxpayer is also allowed to have the “Information sheet” checked OTC at the tax bureau based on the

electronic information or paper-based information of the “Information sheet”.

Step 3: Issue credit special VAT invoices

The seller shall issue credit special VAT invoices according to the “Information sheet” that is already checked

by the tax authorities. The “Information sheet” and the credit special VAT invoices shall match with each

other.

Other relative regulations about the issuance of the credit special VAT invoices

a. When credit special VAT invoices have to be issued for debit ones which are issued by tax bureaus on

behalf of small-scaled VAT taxpayers, same processing rules shall be applied as the general VAT

taxpayers.

b. Taxpayers are allowed to issue more than one credit invoices which match with the debit ordinary VAT

invoice with a total credit amount that does not exceed the invoice amount of the debit one. The credit

uniform sales invoices of automotive vehicle shall correspond with the debit invoices one by one.
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How ECOVIS Ruide can support you

We can provide suggestions on how to issue the credit special VAT invoices according to your specific
situation.

If you need further information or support: Please do not hesitate to get in touch with us via
marketing@ecovis.cn .
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Ministry of Finance drafted Provisions on Accounting Treatment of VAT, seeking public 
comments
by Yi WANG (CPA, CTA, AAIA)

 

Picture source: www.icosky.com

Since May, China started the comprehensive implementation of the pilot program of collection of value-

added tax in lieu of business tax, leading to some new accounting issues about VAT. For example, real 

estate acquired shall be deducted from output tax by two yearly installments. How to make correct 

accounting treatments for such business? Therefore, in July, Ministry of Finance drafted provisions on 

accounting treatment of value-added tax, seeking public comments. Following we would like to offer some 

brief analysis for your reference:

Under the account of “tax payable”, it adds sub-accounts, such as “VAT prepaid”, “input tax to be deducted”, 

“input tax to be certified” and “pending output tax”, etc. Under the account of “VAT payable”, it adds the sub-

account of “simplified taxing”.

1. The account of “VAT prepaid”, books the transactions of which normal tax payers has not recognized

revenue but VAT shall be prepaid. For example, for the sale of real estate, tax payer shall prepay VAT to

the tax office where the real estate is located.

2. The account of “input tax to be deducted”, books the VAT invoices which has been certified and to be

deducted from output tax in later period. For example, real estate acquired shall be deducted by two

yearly installments. 

3. The account of “input tax to be certified”, books the input taxes when tax payers have not received

invoices or invoices have not been certified. For example, when the goods purchased have arrived but
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the VAT invoices have not received, the estimated input tax shall be booked in this account. It is different

with the current accounting treatment of most enterprises, and shall be noted. 

4. The account of “pending output tax”, books the output tax when the revenue has been recognized but

the tax liability has not been due. It will become output tax in later period. 

5. The account of “simplified taxing”, books the VAT payable using simplified taxing method. For example,

normal taxpayer leases its real estate acquired before April 30, 2016, simplified taxing method is

allowed. 

Moreover, the draft provisions regulate specific accounting treatments for many kinds of purchasing and 

selling transactions. It also makes clear that the debit balance of “tax payable – VAT payable” shall be 

presented as “other current assets” in the balance sheet.

Our observation

The draft for comment draws attention. We expect that it will receive active feedbacks from finance
professionals. Now enterprises can review their own current accounting treatments, according and/ or
comparing them with the draft provisions. We will keep our attention on subsequent progress. 

If you need further information or support: Please do not hesitate to get in touch with us via
marketing@ecovis.cn .
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Tax News Headlines

Catalogue of some important tax regulations and laws for the release period:

16 July 2016 – 15 August 2016

Release 

Date:
Circular: Title:

2016-07-20 SAT [2016] No. 47

Announcement of the State Administration of

Taxation on Related Matters Regarding the 
Issuance of Negative Value-added Tax 
Invoices 

2016-07-28
Industrial and Commercial 
Enterprises‘ Note [2016] 
No. 150

Circular of the State Administration for 
Industry and Commerce and Other Four 
Departments on Effectively Implementing the
Circular of the General Office of the State 
Council on Accelerating the Reform of the 
Registration System by "Consolidating Five 
Certificates into One" 

2016-07-28 SAT [2016] No. 50
Notice of the State Administration of 
Taxation on issues related to the theft and 
loss of special VAT invoices
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News from ECOVIS Ruide China
Shanghai & Taicang EVENTS

China: Transfer Pricing Update - SAT [2016] No.42 explained
by Yi WANG (CPA, CTA, ACCA)

Picture source: www.looooker.com

In 23 and 24 August, ECOVIS Ruide China held two events, one in Shanghai and one in Jiangsu, Taicang

on the State Administration and Taxation’s (SAT) Document No. 42, an extension and further regulation as

China’s answer on the worldwide developments on OECD’s BEPS package against tax avoidance published

in mid-July. 

For our half-day events the aim was to inform our clients in details on the updated rule. Subsequent

changes, how the applied rules changed and how the changes affect them as well as their business in and

with Mainland China were discussed.

Directed at financial and managerial staff of mainly our current clients and with overall 50 representatives

attending our bilingual events at both locations the organization was a full success. In the QA section that

was planned for 30 minutes at the end of the morning event, our two speakers Mr. Yi WANG and Ms. Helen

FANG carefully answered all participants' collected questions in an open discussion.

Mr. Yi WANG has 16 yrs. experience in both domestic and international audit firms as well as in state owned

banking in China. In ECOVIS, Yi WANG is in charge of audit quality control, internal training, and tax

consulting.

Mrs. FANG has more than 18 yrs. experience providing cross-border planning and advisory services for

corporations and representative offices as well as individual expatriates. She has been a certified public

accountant since 2006.

The first event of this kind was received with much interest and approval for the offer to share our knowledge

directly with our customers on this platform as expressed to all our colleagues helping to make the events

possible.

Our clients can look forward to a series of such chance of direct interaction and more frequent and shared

discussions as we are planning a whole range of similar events in the near future and for the next year.
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If you do need additional information, you are welcome to contact  marketing@ecovis.cn.
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ECOVIS Ruide Internal Training: Freight Forwarding
by Yi WANG (CPA, CTA, AAIA)

Picture source: www.lvmae.com

On 2 August at 3 pm in the afternoon we held a training at our ECOVIS Shanghai office on the topic of "Tax

and foreign exchange issues in the freight forwarding industry". 

As a relatively new industry in China, freight forwarding is an important part of the modern logistics industry

in the PRC. With the logistics industry in general being one of the largest groups of clients for our services

we wish our staff to stay always on top of developments and to understand our clients’ business with the

depth necessary to give advice on all issues related to the tax and accounting issues that may be come

across in a firms’ operations.

Coordinated by ECOVIS Ruide’s quality management Mr. Chen Jie, Director of Finance at international

logistics solutions’ provider LESCHACO (China) Ltd. was invited to discuss with recently newly joined as well

as seasoned ECOVIS Ruide team members and managers to learn about this specific industry’s specific

differences.

A “freight forwarder“ is intermediary between shipper and carrier transport agents and organizers. In China

freight forwarding falls between international trade and international transporting as a "symbiotic industry" or

"marginal industry". From an accounting perspective, compared to manufacturing, there is no inventory, no

research and development in freight forwarding accounting. The unit of freight forwarding usually is

Shipment (File/Job/Order), so there are only two accounting vouchers. Therefore, the proper accounting of

the income and cost is the key point of the freight forwarding. 

The training with Mr. Chen aimed to deepen especially junior staffs’ understanding of international freight

forwarders’ situation in the area of tax and accounting. 

It was introduced what kind of transportation businesses belong to what is summarized under the term

“Freight forwarding”; the status of the industry development in mainland China was discussed as well as

case studies and experiences on the “Freight forwarding industries’ accounting challenges were shared in

order to enhance ECOVIS Ruide’s level of business and service in the freight forwarding industry.
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